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Abstract 
Designing functionally correct behavior is an important issue in defining views of complex 
objects for such applications as concurrent engineering, in which complex objects are used 
to model engineering designs. To guarantee correctness of the behavior for derived classes 
when extracting a consistent set of objects and associations to form a functionally correct 
view, an understanding of the relationship between the base complex object and the view 
is essential. 

This paper analyzes the effect of stepwise refinement of behavior as part of the process 
of defining views of complex objects. It also studies the effects of stepwise refinement on 
the validity of complex constraints in complex objects. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

From a data management perspective, object oriented technology has shown its promise 
in supporting the ability to model and manipulate engineering design data with complex 
and dynamic structures that evolve as a product moves through design, analysis and man
ufacturing (Spooner and Hardwick, 1993). However, object oriented database technology 
has also revealed shortcomings when used to restructure design data to support different 
design perspectives and a lack of a mechanism to effectively integrate these perspectives. 
Yet support of design perspectives is critical for the success of concurrent engineering in 
which multiple engineers from different disciplines are allowed to work concurrently on 
an engineering design. Each engineering discipline participating in the design of a prod
uct has its own perspective on the design. This implies that each engineering discipline 
needs to optimize the product design to a form that best serves its perspective. A natural 
way to overcome these shortcomings is to introduce a sophisticated view mechanism that 
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provides the required design perspectives as views of the complex objects that model the 
engineering designs. 

Conventional relational database views are defined by declarative queries which are 
evaluated as needed. This is a simple task because views modeled in relational databases 
are simple tables and languages in relational databases use declarative queries. On the 
other hand, language constructs in object oriented systems tend to be procedural rather 
than declarative. To aid the user in creating such views, sophisticated tools will be re
sponsible for automating most parts of the view definition process. These tools will aid 
in the construction of a view, the evolution of a view, and keeping a view consistent with 
the underlying database as the underlying database evolves. In particular these tools help 
the view constructor in three tasks; customization of virtual classes* to allow the user 
to define his/her own classes from existing classes, integration of virtual classes into one 
consistent global schema with the original classes, and the specification of functionally 
correct views of complex objects based on the global schema. 

Early attempts to address views in object oriented databases in the research litera
ture focus on designing views of single objects (Heiler and Zdonik, 1990),(Shilling and 
Sweeney, 1989),(Schiefer, 1993). Recent work has started to realize that the modeling 
power of the object oriented paradigm is not only a result of inheritance and data encap
sulation, but also a result of the capturing of the semantics of complex objects through 
the use of associations between the subparts of a complex object. A number of techniques 
have been proposed to introduce a view mechanism into the object oriented paradigm 
(Rundensteiner, 1992), (Liu and Spooner, 1993). These mechanisms introduce operators 
that bring changes to the structure of the base complex object to optimize it for the 
view of a specific user. These proposed techniques are designed to capture the structure 
of objects in views and mainly are concerned with the problems of structural changes to 
complex objects and the structural flexibility of the model they are using; little attention 
is paid to how object methods, simple object constraints, and complex object constraints 
(rules) are effected when creating views of complex objects. Designing functionally correct 
behavior (methods and constraints) should be a major consideration when defining a view 
to guarantee correctness of the behavior for view classes and to ensure that a consistent 
set of objects and associations is extracted to form the view. 

The process of defining views of complex objects may include hiding classes, adding 
virtual classes, altering associations, hiding associations, making new association, etc. 
From the behavioral point of view, defining views of a complex object includes hiding some 
base behavior, adding new behavior to the complex object, abstracting the behavior of the 
complex object or refining the behavior of the complex object to meet the requirements 
of a specific user. 

In order to achieve a good understanding of changes to behavior in views of complex 
objects, we proposed a set of requirements for defining views in (Al-Anzi and Spooner, 
1994). Also, we introduced an extended life cycle model for behavior that meets these 
requirements. However, additional important questions must be answered in order to 
fully understand the problem, including: 

• How much of the behavior in a view can be derived from the original database? 

*Virtual classes are a customization of existing base classes that are derived from the base classes with 
possibly modified behavior and membership instances. 
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• How do we validate that the behavior of a view is functionally correct and consistent 
with the behavior in the original database? 

These are essential questions for achieving functionally correct views for use in concurrent 
engineering. The behavior of a view is an adaptation of the behavior of the complex object 
on which it is based that is tailored to serve some design perspective. The mapping between 
the base behavior of a complex object and the view behavior has to be well defined in 
order to provide correct functionality for views. 

As a first step to answering these questions, this paper discusses one issue for designing 
functionally correct behavior of complex objects and their views. That issue is the effect of 
stepwise refinement of behavior on the validity of complex constraints in complex objects 
and the relationship between the behavior before and after these changes. While the 
literature contains models for stepwise refinement of individual objects, to the authors' 
knowledge there is no other work on extending these ideas to complex objects and the 
associations that comprise these complex objects. 

The paper is divided into six sections. The remainder of section 1 is an introduction 
to object model that we will use. Section 2 is a brief description of the behavior model 
used to study the behavior of views. Section 3 presents the behavior refinement process 
in terms of simple object refinement rules, activation refinement and complex constraint 
refinement. Section 4 presents a methodology to model the relationship between a base 
behavior and the refined behavior. Section 5 discusses how to use the results of refinement 
in concurrent engineering views via a process planning example. Section 6 presents a 
conclusion and future research directions. 

1.1 Object Model 

The object model we use is built on the model described by (Liu and Spooner, 1993). A 
class in our object model is defined by a 4-tuple C = {ATTR,ASSO,FUNC,RULE}, 
where ATT R is a set of attribute and domain pairs. Associations that associate a class C 
to other classes (or the same class) are modeled by ASSO. FUNC is a set of functions 
defined on C. RULE specifies both structural constraints and behavioral constraints for 
instances of class C. An object o is identified by a unique object identifier (OlD). The 
object o can be instantiated in multiple classes in a class hierarchy (i.e., class C and its 
super classes). The instance of o in each class is identified by a unique instance identifier 
(liD) that is composed of the object's OlD and a class identifier. 

A complex object schema in an object oriented database is a directed and labeled multi
graph SG=(C,R), where C is a set of vertices representing object classes. R is a set of 
edges representing the associations between classes. R is partitioned into two sets. The 
first set is the set of IS-A relationships (associations). The subgraphs of SG connected by 
IS-A relationships form one or multiple class lattices. The second partition of R is the set 
of other types of associations. These edges are labeled by the association names so that 
if more than one association exists between two classes, the associations can be identified 
by their names. Self loop associations are allowed in the latter set because a class could 
have an association with itself. 
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2 BEHAVIOR MODEL 

In this section we describe briefly the behavior model we are using. A detailed description 
of the model can be found in (Al-Anzi and Spooner, 1994). 

The behavior model we use emphasizes the importance of constraints on the behavior 
of a complex object. A description of behavior can be modeled by a set of constraints that 
describe the different levels of behavior of a complex object. At the fine level constraints 
describe the valid states and valid function invocations of a single class instance. At a 
higher level the complex constraints describes the how the behavior of separate class 
instances can effect each other. Global constraints describe an overall behavior state of a 
complex object that classifies the complex constrains according to their relationships. In 
the following we describe these levels of behavior in more detail. 

The behavior model is based on the Life cycle model (Sakai, 1993) in which a set of 
values of all the attributes of an object at a certain point in time is called a state, and an 
operation that brings about changes of states is called a transition. Every object undergoes 
changes of states obeying a defined life schema pattern. 

Let B = (U, T, A) denote a bipartite graph, where U and T are disjoint sets of symbols 
called states and transitions respectively, and A is a set of directed edges such that A c 
(U x T) U (T xU). The following sets are defined forB and for an element u of U U T: 

• pre(u) = {viv E UUT,(v,u) E A} 
• post(u) = {viv E UUT,(u,v) E A} 
• sources( B)= {uiu E U U T,pre(u) = 1/J} 
• sinks( B)= {uiu E U U T,post(u) = 1/J} 

A behavior graph B in our model is a bipartite graph in which a set ACT is defined as 

ACT= U ACT(t), 
"'tET- (sources( B)U•inks(B)) 

where ACT(t) is defined as a 3-tuple (A1,A2 ,A3 ) of sets. A1 is the set of activation 
constraints with each element of the form [t : (s1, s2)] where t E T- (sources(B) U 
sinks( B)) and (sll s2) E pre(t) x post(t). s1 is the prestate of the activation and s2 is 
the post state of the activation. A2 is a set of sources for t, and A3 is a set of sinks for t. 
Every element of A1 is called an activation of t and constitutes a valid invocation of the 
transition t. 

Hence, we write the behavior of a set of objects C that share the same properties (i.e., 
a class) as a behavior graph B = (U, T, A, ACT). 

In order to facilitate step refinement we define an abstract state as a state that can 
be further divided into states and transitions. A state that cannot be divided further is 
called basic. Every object has the abstract state named exist representing the fact that 
the object has been created. We artificially define a basic state named not-exist to express 
that the object is not yet produced as a member of the class, or has been consumed. 
Similarly, we define an abstract transition as a transition that can further be divided into 
states and transitions. If a transition cannot be divided further, we say the activity is 
basic (Schrefl, 1990). 

The model also represents associations, which have their own behavior graphs. Con-
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straints on the existence of associations are added to the behavior model of a class for 
methods that traverse these associations. This is needed to reason about the requirements 
for a method to function correctly in light of the associations. Also, constraints that ensure 
the existence of two associated instances are required. 

Since a complex object is composed of a set of objects linked by associations, the 
relationships between the life cycle of a complex object and its component objects and 
their associations model the behavior of the complex object. Complex constraints between 
component objects capture these relationships and represent the behavior of the complex 
object. The form of a general complex constraint can be represented using the following 
BNF syntax. 

Comple:x..form 
<term Jist> 
<term> 

<termJist> requires <termJist> 
<term> I <term> 1\ <termJist> 
<state> I <activation> 

where a state predicate is defined by state(o : C, u) for an object o of the class C in the 
state u. An activation is defined by [o: C, t] where t = [a, (s1, s2)] is the invocation of the 
transition a on an object o of the class C in state s1 , and o will be in the state s2 when 
transition a completes. A state and an activation on opposite sides of a constraint form 
should be in two classes associated through an association, i.e., if a complex constraint 
exists between two classes C; and Ci then there exists at least one association ASSOk 
such that C; ASSOk Ci. This association ASSOk is the place used to store the complex 
constraint instance. An association is also used to hold states that incorporate values of 
attributes in the two class instances linked through the association. 

A complex object can be treated as a single entity with a single state of validity. The 
single state of validity for a complex object, 0, is called the complex behavior state for 
the complex object and is denoted as the set f(O) of constraints. A complex object 0 is 
said to be in a valid state if every constraint "' in this set is either true or inapplicable. A 
constraint "' evaluates to true if both sides of the constraint are true. On the other hand, if 
the left hand side of the constraint is false then the constraint is said to be inapplicable t. 

3 BEHAVIOR REFINEMENT 

The process of defining views of complex objects may include hiding classes, adding virtual 
classes, altering associations, hiding associations, making new association, etc. From the 
behavioral point of view, defining views of a complex object includes one or more of the 
following types of operations: 

• Refinement of a complex constraint. 
• Abstraction of a complex constraint. 
• Removal of a complex constraint. 
• Addition of a new complex constraint. 
• Altering the form of a complex constraint. 

tFurther refinement of this definition can be done to distinguish complex object states that are mutual 
exclusive, symmetric and polymorphic. 
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We are interested in studying what effects such changes have on the behavior of a 
complex object and what relationships exist between the behavior before and after these 
changes. Analysis of these relationships is required before we introduce behavioral change 
operators as well as tools and heuristics to support these operators. As can be seen in 
this list, both refinement and abstraction of behavior are required for a general view 
mechanism. Due to space limitations, this paper will only address the first type of these 
(i.e., refinement). The other types of operations will be dealt with in a future paper. 

To define valid refinements to a behavior graph for a complex object representing a 
design, rules for stepwise refinement of behavior are presented. Behavioral changes are 
studied in terms of behavior refinement rules for a single class and for behavior refinement 
of a complex object. Behavior refinement rules for a single class are an important part 
of defining virtual classes for a view definition. We build on (Schrefl, 1990) to provide 
a base for single class behavior refinement. The extension of these concepts to behavior 
refinement of a complex object to serve different views is the main contribution of this 
paper. The behavior refinement of a complex object must be restricted to ensure a valid 
overall behavior for the complex object. This includes restrictions on refinement rules for 
complex constraints and on the hierarchies of complex behavior states. As we shall see, 
the latter forms an is-a tree of complex behavior states, where the base complex behavior 
state as well as the complex behavior states of different valid views of the same complex 
object are represented. -

-R(task) 

Figure 1 Single class refinement example. 

3.1 Behavior Refinement Rules for a Single Class 

A class refinement hierarchy R( C) is a hierarchy of behavior graphs that represents the 
behavior of a single class in a complex object at different levels of abstraction. Lower levels 
of the hierarchy expand abstract elements into basic elements. Remember that an element 
is called abstract if it can be divided into s~bstates and subtransitions, otherwise it is called 
basic. Since the behavior of a class Cis defined by a behavior graph B = (U, T, A, ACT), 
this means that the refinement hierarchy R( C) of class C contains the following set of 
refinements. 
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where r(e;) is defined as the refinement of the element e; in B. (See Figure 2.) 

r(usiJJ&_cpu) 

r(roquest_cpu) 

Figure 2 Abstract state and activation example. 

Throughout the paper, we illustrate concepts using a simple example of an execution 
process in an operating system which is composed of two classes cpu and task that are 
associated through an association processed. This example was chosen because it is familiar 
to most readers and because it is simple enough to clearly illustrate the concepts. Another 
example more related to concurrent engineering will be presented in later parts of this 
paper. 

Consider the class task in Figure 1 and its refinement. The behavior graph of the class 
task before refinement can be described by Bta•lr. = (Utas/c, Ttas/c, Atas/c, ACTtaslc) as shown 
in Figure 3. 

Uta•k = {exist, start, using ...cpu, usingJO} 
Tta•k = {produce, consume, request...cpu, requestJO, endJO} 
Ata•lc = { (start, request...cpu ), ( request...cpu, using ...cpu), 

(using ...cpu, requestJO), (requestJO, usingJO), 
(usingJO, endJO), (endJO, start), (produce, start), 
(using ...cpu, consume)} 

ACTta•k ={activations= {[request...cpu: (start,using...cpu)], 
[requestJO: (using ...cpu, usingJO)], [endJO: (usingJO, start)], 
[produce: (not..exist, start)], [consume: (using ...cpu, noLexist)]}, 

sources = {produce}, 
sinks= {consume}}. 

Figure 3 The behavioral description of the task class. 

Figure 1 shows the refinement r(task) which is defined by the following 

r(task) = {r(request...cpu), r(using...cpu)}, 
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where r(requesLcpu) = (U11 T1, A11 ACTl) is shown in Figure 4, and r(using_cpu) = 
(U2, T2, A2, ACT2) is shown in Figure 5. 

U1 = { CptLWaiting} 
T1 = { await_cpu, geLcpu} 
A1 = {(-,awaiLcpu), (awaiLcpu,cpu_waiting), 

(cpu_waiting, geLcpu), ( -, geLcpu), (get_cpu,- ), 
(geLcpu, -)} 

ACT1 ={activations= {[awaiLcpu: (-,cpu_waiting)], 
[geLcpu : (cpu-waiting,-)], [geLcpu : ( -,-)]}, 

sott.rces = { await_cpu, get ..cpu, } , 
sinks= {get_cpu}}, 

Figure 4 The refinement of the element requesLcpu of the task class. 

u2 = {loading, running, saving} 
T2 = {start, stop} 
A2 = {(-,loading), (-,loading), (loading, start), 

(start, running), (running, stop), (stop, saving), 
(saving,-), (running,-)} 

ACT2 ={activations= {[start: (loading, running)], 
[stop: (running, saving)]} 

soorces ={loading}, 
sinks= {saving, running}}. 

Figure 5 The refinement of the element using_ cpu of the task class. 

After the refinement r(task), we have the behavior graph Btask 
Ar(task)• ACTr(task)) as shown in Figure 6. 

3.2 State/Transition Refinement Rules 

(Ur(task)• Tr(task)• 

A class behavior refinement hierarchy R( C) is consistent if it satisfies the following rules. 
These rules are a modified version of those in (Schrefl, 1990) that conform with our 
behavior model and that add the activation requirements when needed. Let e E U U T, 
then sources(r(e)) and sinks(r(e)) are the sources and sinks in a refinement of element 
e of the hierarchy R(C). Also, U(r(e}}, T{r{e}}, A{r{e}} and ACT{r{e)) are the states, 
transitions, directed edges and activations in a refinement of element e, respectively. 

• Refinement compatibility rule: In order for an element to be replaced by its refinement, 
it is required that sources and sinks of state refinements are states, and that sources 
and sinks of transition refinements are transitions. 
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Ur(tosk) = {exist, start, using ..cpu, usingJO, cpu_waiting, 
loading, running, saving} 

Tr(tosk) = {produce, consume, request..cpu, requestJO, 
endJO, await ..cpu, get ..cpu, start, stop} 

A,.(tosk) = {(start, request..cpu}, (request..cpu, using ..cpu}, 
(using ..cpu, requestJO}, (requestJO, usingJO}, 
(usingJO, endJO), (endJO, start), (produce, start}, 
(using ..cpu, consume}, (start, await..cpu}, 
(await ..cpu, cpu_waiting), (cpu_ waiting, get_cpu), 
(start, get..cpu}, (get..cpu, loading}, (geLcpu, loading}, 
(loading, start}, (start, running}, (running, stop}, 
(stop, saving}, (saving, request_IO), (running, consume)} 

ACTr(tosk) ={activations= {[request..cpu: (start, using..cpu)], 
[requestJO: (using..cpu,usingJO)], [endJO: (usingJO, start}], 
[produce : (not ..exist, start)], [consume : (using ..cpu, nBt..exist)], 
[await..cpu: (start,cpu_waiting}], ([geLcpu: (cpu-waiting, 
loading}], [get_cpu : (start, loading)], [start : (loading, running)], 
[stop: (running, saving)]}, 

sources = {produce}, 
sinks= {consume}}. 

Figure 6 The behavioral description of the refined task class. 

- s E U(r(e)) 1\ (e E sources(r(s)) VeE sinks(r(s)))-+ e E U(r(e)) 
- t E T(r(e)) 1\ (e E sources(r(t)) VeE sinks(r(t)))-+ e E T(r(e)) 
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For example, the state using_cpu in Figure 2 is refined such that the state loading 
and the state saving represent the source and the sink of the refinement r{using_cpu}, 
respectively. Also, the transition request_cpu has the transition sources await_cpu and 
get_cpu, and the transition sink get-cpu, in its refinement. 

• 1hmsit rule: To ensure that a refinement of an element can be embedded into the 
behavior refinement diagram, it must have at least one source and at least one sink. 

- abstract(e)-+ sources(r(e)) # (jJ 
- abstract(e)-+ sinks(r(e)) # (jJ 

For example, the state using_cpu in Figure 2 has one source loading and one sink saving. 
Similarly, the transition request-cpu has two sources and one sink. 

• Structured refinement rule: To ensure that side-entries and side-exits do not occur, 
which is a prerequisite for verifying designs top down, only sources and sinks of a 
refinement may be connected by arcs with foreign elements. 

- f E U(r(e)) 1\ (g,f) E A(r(e))-+ g E T(r(e)) V (f E sources(r(e)) 1\ state(e)) 
- f E U(r(e)) 1\ (!,g) E A(r(e))-+ g E T(r(e)) V (f E sinks(r(e)) 1\ state(e)) 
- f E T(r(e)) 1\ (g, f) E A(r(e))-+ g E U(r(e)) V (f E sources(r(e)) 1\ transition( e)) 
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- f E T(r(e)) 1\ (!,g) E A(r(e))-+ g E U(r(e)) V (! E sinks(r(e)) 1\ transition(e)) 

This is clear in the example in Figure 2, where only the two states loading and saving 
are connected outside the refinement of the state using_cpu. This is also true for the 
refinement of the abstract transition requesLcpu. 

• Pre and poststates satisfaction rule: Every prestate of an abstract transition t must 
also be a prestate of every source of t's refinement. Similarly, every poststate of an 
abstract transition t must also be a poststate of every sink oft's refinement. 

- t E T(r(e)) 1\ t' E sinks(r(t)) 1\ (t, s) E A(r(e)) -+ (t', s) E A(r(e)) 
- t E T(r(e)) 1\ t' E sources(r(t)) 1\ (s, t) E A(r(e))-+ (s, t') E A(r(e)) 

In Figure 1, the state start is the prestate of the abstract transition requesLcpu. After 
refinement of the transition request_cpu, the state start is a prestate of every source of 
r{requesLcpu). 

• Pre and Poststates specialization rule: Every prestate of a source of an abstract tran
sition t must either be a prestate oft, or be a substate of some prestate oft. Similarly, 
every poststate of a sink of an abstract transition t must either be a poststate of t, or 
be a substate of a poststate oft. 

- t E T(r(e)) 1\ t' E sinks(r(t)) 1\ (t', s') E A(r(e))-+ (t, s') E A(r(e)) 1\ [t': (*, s')J E 
Act(r(e)) V 3s E U(r(e)): s' E U(r(s)) 1\ (t, s) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t: (*, s)] E ACT(r(e)) 

- t E T(r(e)) 1\ t' E sources(r(t)) 1\ (s', t') E A(r(e))-+ (s', t) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t': (s', *)] E 
Act(r(e)) V 3s E U(r(e)): s' E U(r(s)) 1\ (s, t) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t: (s, *)] E ACT(r(e)) 

For example, the abstract transition requesLcpu has a poststate using_cpu. After re
finement, the sink transition geLcpu has the poststate loading, which is a substate of 
the abstract state using_cpu. 

• Target and origin specialization rule: A transition may target some source state in a 
refinement of a state s, if it also targets state s. Analogously, a transition may only 
originate from some sink state in a refinement of a state s, if it also originates from 
state s. 

- s E U(r(e)) 1\ s' E sources(r(s)) 1\ (t', s') E A(r(e))-+ (t', s) E A(r(e)) 
- s E U(r(e)) 1\ s' E sinks(r(s)) 1\ (s', t') E A(r(e)) -+ (s, t') E A(r(e)) 

For example, the abstract state using_cpu is the only target for the abstract transition 
request_cpu. After refinement, there are two transitions that target the substate loading 
of the state using_cpu. This is valid since the abstract transition request_cpu has at least 
one transition that targets the state using_cpu that contains the substate loading. 

• Up-to-basic refinement rule: Every basic transition that has an abstract poststate s 
must have at least one source poststate in the refinement of s. Similarly, every basic 
transition that has an abstract prestate must have at least one sink prestate in the 
refinement of that state. 
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- t E T(r(e)) 1\ s E U(r(e)) 1\ basic(t) 1\ abstract(s) 1\ (t, s) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t: (*, s)J E 

ACT(r(e)) -t 3s' E U(r(e)) : s' E U(r(s)) 1\ (t, s') E A(r(e)) 1\ [t : (*, s')J E 

ACT(r(e)) 
- t E T(r(e)) 1\ s E U(r(e)) 1\ basic(t) 1\ abstract(s) 1\ (s, t) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t: (s, *)] E 

ACT(r(e)) -t 3s' E U(r(e)) : s' E U(r(s)) 1\ (s', t) E A(r(e)) 1\ [t : (s', *)] E 

ACT(r(e)) 

For example, Figure 1 shows the basic transition requesLIO which has the abstract 
prestate using_cpu. After refinement, the basic transition requestJO has the sink of the 
original abstract prestate (i.e., saving) as its prestate. 

3.3 Activation Constraint Refinement 

Now that the basis for stepwise refinement of one class has been established, we can 
present the major contribution of this paper which is the effects of stepwise refinement 
on the behavior of a complex object. We analyze the effects of stepwise refinement on 
different parts of the complex object behavior. Then we give an example that shows the 
effects of stepwise refinement on behavior and analyzes the changes to behavior. 

To define a view of a complex object, behavior adaptation is achieved by refining the 
base behavior of the complex object. The behavior of the base complex object is a col
lection of complex constraints. Complex constraint refinement is performed by stepwise 
refinement of its components. This refinement of complex constraint components should 
not change the type of those components. This means that if a complex constraint of the 
form X requires Y is refined into the complex constraint X 1 requires Yi, then both X 
and X 1 should be either state or activation constraints. Also, both Y and Yi should be 
either state or activation constraints. If the type of X and X 1 are not the same (e.g., one 
is a state and the other is an activation) then the process alters the form of the complex 
constraint rather than refining it. 

In the following we will study how the refinement of a state and activation in a complex 
constraint affects the complex constraint. Refining a state was discussed above. In this 
section we are concerned with the substitution of a state a in some activation constraint 
with another state a 1. There are three cases that are of interest: a = a 1, a -t a 1, and 
a1 -t a, wherea-t a 1 means that if state(o: C, a) holds then state(o: C, al) holds for 
an object a of a class C in the activation constraint. 

Refinement of an activation constraint is done by state substitution. Every activation 
has a prestate and a poststate that constitutes a valid invocation of a transition. A 
refinement of an activation is done by replacing its prestate, poststate or both by a new 
state(s). 

Given an activation constraint on a function /; 

'Y = [/; : (a, ,B)] 

and a new refined activation constraint 

the relationship between the two activation constraints depends on the type of refinement 
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done to the states o: and (J. The relationship between the old activation constraint's 
states and the refined activation constraint's states determines the relationship between 
the two activation constraints. For example in our process execution example, let the old 
constraint 'Y be that the function /; requires a prestate start and poststate using_cpu 
to be activated, and the new constraint 'Yl be that the function fi requires a prestate 
start and a poststate loading. The old activation constraint 'Y is implied from the new 
activation constraint 'Yl since every activation that requires the poststate loading also 
requires the poststate using_cpu by restricting the domain of objects for the function /;, 
i.e., ( o:1 = o:) 1\ ((J -+ (Jl) '* ('Y1 -+ 'Y). 

Table l{a), summarizes the rules for refinement of activation constraints. 

3.4 Complex Constraint Refinement 

Using the state and activation stepwise refinement discussed above we can now study how 
a complex constraint is effected by such refinement. This will constitute the building block 
for the relationship between the base complex behavior and the view complex behavior, 
since a refined complex constraint is obtained from a base complex constraint through 
stepwise refinement to states and activations in one or both sides of the complex constraint. 
The relationship between the base complex constraint and the view complex constraint 
can be an implication, reverse implication, or undefined. The type of relationship between 
the two complex constraints depends on their form and the type of refinement done to 
their components. 

In the following we consider all possible cases for the three major forms of complex 
constraints. We illustrate one case with an example and summarize the rest of the cases. 

• Form 1: Given a complex constraint of the following form: 

'Y = state(o: cl, o:) requires state(p : c2, (J) 

and a new refined complex constraint 

'YI = state(o: CJ,o:I) requires state(p: c2,(Jl)' 

the relationship between the two complex constraints depends on the type of refinement 
done to the states in the original complex constraint (i.e., the relationship between the 
two states o: and o:1 and the relationship between two states (J and (31). For example, 
let the old constraint 'Y be that every task in the using_cpu state must have a cpu in 
the cpu_busy state, and the new constraint 'YI be that every task in the loading state 
must have a cpu in the cpu..husy state. The new constraint is implied from the old 
constraint as can be seen in Figure 1, i.e.,(o:1 -+ o:) 1\ ((J = (JI) '* ('Y-+ "f1). 
An analysis of the other relationships between 'Y and 'Yl and between (J and (31 leads to 
Table l{a), which summarizes the rules of implication for complex constraints of form 
1. 

• Form 2: The second complex behavior constraint we consider is of the form 

'Y = [o: C1, o:J requires state(p: C2, (J). 
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Let a new revised complex constraint of the same form be 

where a and a 1 are activation constraints of some function f; in C1• The relationship 
between the two complex constraints depends on the type of refinement done to the 
states and activations in the original complex constraint (i.e., the relationship between 
the two activations a and a 1 and the relationship between two states /3 and /31). 

An analysis of the relationship between 'Y and "(1 as a is refined to a 1 and /3 is refined 
to /31 leads to Table l(a) which gives a summary of possible relationships between the 
complex constraints of form 2. 

• Form 3: Consider the following complex constraint form 

Let a new revised complex constraint of the same form be 

where a and a 1 are activation constraints for some function f, in C1 and /3 and /31 

are activation constraints of some function !; in C2• The relationship between the two 
complex constraints depends on the type of refinement done to the activations in the 
original complex constraint (i.e., the relationship between the two activations a and 
a 1 and the relationship between two activations /3 and /31). 

An analysis of the relationship between 'Y and "(1 as a is refined to a 1 and /3 is refined to 
/31 leads to Table l(b) that gives a summary of the relationships between the complex 
constraints of form 3. 

4 COMPLEX BEHAVIOR DAG 

A valid complex behavior state represents a valid behavior for a view of a complex object. 
The view definition process using stepwise refinement creates a dag (directed acyclic 
graph) of complex behavior states for the complex object. Since a view behavior refines 
the behavior of the base complex object, the complex behavior state for the base complex 
object is the root of this hierarchy. We say a complex behavior state r; models the behavior 
of another state r, if 

v'Y e r, -+ 3'Y' e r; : i-+ 'Y 

and we write r; models-behavior-of r,, or r; I= r,. This means that if another object 
models the behavior of r; it should model the behavior of r, as well. 

Consider the example shown in Figure 7. The following activations are defined. 

• [cpu1 :cpu, a1] where a 1 = [begin.service: (cpu-free, cpu..busy)]. 
• [task1 :task, a2] where a2 = [get..cpu: (cpu_waiting, using...cpu)]. 
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Table 1 Two types of refinement/implication results. 

Refinement Implication Refinement Implication 

a1-+ a 'Y-+ 'Yl ai-+a 'Y -+ 'Yl 
{3 = f31 {3 = f31 

a1-+ a 'Y -+ 'Yl a1-+ a undefined 
{3-+ f31 {3-+ f31 

a1-+ a undefined a1-+ a 'Y-+ 'Yl 
f31 -+ {3 f31 -+ {3 

a 1 =a 'Y -+ 'Yl a1 =a 'Yl -+ 'Y 
{3-+ f3I {3-+ f31 

a1 =a 'Yl -+ 'Y a1 =a 'Y -+ 'Yl 
f31 -+ {3 f31 -+ {3 

a-+a1 'Yl -+ 'Y a-+a1 'Yl -+ 'Y 
{3 = {31 {3 = f31 

a-+ a1 undefined a-+ a1 'Yl -+ 'Y 
{3-+ f31 {3-+ f31 

a-+ a1 'Yl -+ 'Y a-+ a1 undefined 
f31 -+ {3 f31 -+ {3 

(a) (b) 

• [task1 :task, a:3] where a:3 = [get..cpu: (cpu_waiting, loading)]. 

Note that a:3 --+ a:2 according to the refinement implication table shown in Table l(a). 
Suppose we have the following complex constraints: 

• -y1 = [task1 : task, a2] requires [cpu1 : cpu, a:1]. 
• 12 = [task1 : task, a:3] requires [cpu1 : cpu, a:I]. 
• 13 = state(task1 :task, using..cpu) requires state(cpu1 : cpu, cpu..busy). 
• r4 = state(task1 :task, loading) requires state(cpu1 :cpu, cpu..busy). 

Note that, 'YI --+ 12 and -y3 --+ 14 according to our earlier analysis of refinement of behavior. 
Five different complex behavior states for five views are defined as follows. 

r1 = ¢1 r2 = {r3} 
r3 = h2,14} r4 = h2,13} 
rs = {r!,/4} 
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--·E::::=l 
~Activation 

c::::> State 

D Transition 

Figure 7 Complex behavior example. 

Each of these complex behavior states (views) describes a different level of restriction 
on the behavior of the complex object. For example, r 1 is unrestricted behavior of the 
complex object, while r 2 requires every complex object to have a behavior in which the 
instance of the class task is in the state using_cpu only if the instance of cpu associated 
with the task is in a state cpu..husy. 

According to the definition of the models-behavior-of relation, we can prove that 

Representing rj F r; by an arrow from rj tor;, we construct Figure 8(a) which shows the 
complex behavior dag, where the nodes of the dag are the complex constraint states. This 
dag of complex constraint states represents behavior dependencies between different views. 
In the definition of view behavior we can choose to freeze some of the dependencies between 
the views to ensure correct functionality and consistency between the base behavior and 
view behavior. In this case, changes to behavior need to be propagated along the frozen 
dependencies to preserve the dependencies. For example, in Figure 8(b) consider r 1 to 
be the base behavior of the complex object and let us freeze r 2 F= r 1 and r 4 F= r 2· rr 
a change to the definition of r 1 is made such that r~ = {'y5 } then computing the new 
dependency dag of the behavior has to preserve the frozen dependencies. One way to do 
this is to redefine r~ = r 2 u bs} and r~ = r 4 u bs}. The new dag for the behavior 
dependencies is as shown in Figure 8(c). Note that the edge between r 3 and r~ no longer 
exists because the the relationship r 3 F= r~ no longer holds+. 

This methodology of defining behavior relationships between views and the base schema 
can be used to test for the validity of a view behavior by testing the behavior relationship 
to the base schema. Rules for valid behavior extraction from the base schema can be 
defined to guarantee that the resulting view behavior is valid and correctly models the 
behavior of the base complex object. A simple definition of valid view behavior is a view 
that has a path from its behavior to the base schema in the dag of complex behavior states. 
This means that the view behavior models the behavior of the base schema. Although 
this seems to make sense intuitively, it will be shown by an example in the next section 

+we are implicitly stating that neither ")'2 --t ""Is nor ")'4 --t ""Is hold. 
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r r' r /I /I\ /I\ 
r;' r3 r; r; r; r; 
\/\ \/\ \1\ r' I; 

~ I; ~ I; 4 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8 Instance of the dag of complex behavior states. 

that this is not always the case and further investigation in this area is needed to define 
rules for extraction of valid behavior from the base schema behavior. 

5 DISCUSSION 

In this section we illustrate the ideas developed above by using them to analyze the 
following situation for a concurrent engineering application. 

Behavior modeling plays multiple roles in improving the integration of the various 
stages in a manufacturing process. As an example, consider the role of behavior modeling 
in shortening the design/manufacturing life cycle using concurrent engineering strategies. 
Process planning traditionally is done once a part or product has been designed (Bray, 
1988). A manufacturing engineer determines exactly how the part or product will be 
manufactured. The process plan specifies how the individual piece parts will be fabricated 
and how they will be put together into subassemblies and assemblies. Process planning 
identifies the manufacturing processes, the order in which they will be done, the types 
of machine tools to be used, the raw materials required, the design of any special tools 
and fixtures that will be needed, and any necessary detailed instructions required by the 
machine operators at each step. 

In reality process planning is not this simple and the bridge between design and manu
facturing is not always smooth. For example, many companies have separate engineering 
and manufacturing bills of material and have trouble resolving the differences. These dif
ferences occur because most designers are not well trained in manufacturing processes and 
cost trade-oft's. Therefore, to improve produceability, the design they send to manufactur
ing is often changed during process planning. However, these changes must be approved 
by the design engineers to ensure that the "as-buiW' design still meets all original design 
requirements. 

For example, some shapes are much easier to machine than others. If the exact shape 
is not critical, the process planner may change it to an equivalent one that is easier to 
machine. In some cases a designer may specify tighter tolerances than are necessary. Ma
chining to finer tolerances increases the machining costs and the reject rate, so the process 
planner may suggest looser tolerances where they are feasible. Finally, a process planner 
may suggest using different raw materials, or ones that are already in the inventory. In 
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summary, process planning does not simply take a design and decide how to manufacture 
it. Process planning involves analysis and refinement of the original design for improved 
produceability and lower cost. 

designing 

---... ' 

--...-&: ' ' 

........ Activation 

<::::> State 

CJ Tnmsition 

Figure 9 Process planning behavior example. 

To see how this relates to behavior modeling, consider the case where a design engineer, 
in his perspective (view) of the life cycle of a product, takes a requirement and produces 
a design with a certain tolerance level tol1, as shown in Figure 9. As process planning, in 
another perspective (view), examines the manufacturing requirements, the process plan
ning engineer discovers that the tolerance tol1 is too tight to produce cost effectively and 
with a low reject rate using the machinery available in the manufacturing site. He sug
gests, by changing the behavior of his view, that the tolerance be relaxed to a level to12 , 

where tolt -t tol2 , to make it cost effective to manufacture. The design engineer adjusts 
his design accordingly. The process of changing the tolerance requirements from tol1 to 
tol2 is not trivial. It may include changing the tolerance of many subparts of the prod
uct, removing existing tolerance requirements in some parts, or adding extra tolerance 
requirements that were not present in the original tolerance tolt. We avoid going into the 
details due to space limitations and use a more abstract level view of the manufacturing 
process§. However, we would like to bring to the reader's attention that changing the 
tolerance is equivalent to the process of refining an abstract state through refinement to 
its components. 

From this scenario, the following activations can be identified from both views: 

• {designing1: designing, at} where o.1 = {design: (requirements, a_design)j which rep
resents the design process taking the given requirements and producing a design. 

• {process_planning1: process_planning, o.2] where o.2 =[manufacture: (materiaLa, tol1}] 
which represents the process of manufacturing a material of type a to produce a product 
that meets the design specifications with tolerance tolt. 

• {process_planningl: process_planning, o.3] where o.3= [manufacture: (materiaLa, tol2 )] 

which represents the process of manufacturing a material of type a to produce a product 
that meets the design specifications with tolerance tol2 • 

Note that o.2 -t o.a according to the refinement implication table shown in Table l(a), 
since the manufacturing process for a product with tolerance tolt in the original view 

§This demonstrates the flexibility of the model we are using where different levels of abstraction of 
behavior can be studied. 
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meets the tolerance requirements for a product manufactured to meet tolerance tol2 in 
the refined view. 

The first phase of the scenario above that models the original design's use of tolerance 
tol1 is represented in the first view by the following complex constraints: 

• /'l = state{designing1: designing, a_design) requires state(process_planning1: process_ 
planning, tol1} where this complex constraint states that the design a..design is intended 
for a fabrication process with tolerance tol1. 

• /'4 = {designing1: designing, ad requires {process_planning1: process_planning, a2} 
where this complex constraint states that the process of designing a..design requires 
that the process of manufacturing meets the tolerance tol1. 

The refinement of the design to meet the tolerance tol2 can be modeled by a second 
view that uses the following complex constraints: 

• 1'2 = state{designing1: designing, a_design) requires state(process_planning1: process_ 
planning, tol2) where this complex constraint states that the design a..design is intended 
for a fabrication process with tolerance tol2. 

• !'3 = {designing1: designing, ad requires {process_planningl: process_planning, a 3} 

where this complex constraint states that the process of designing a_design requires 
that the process of manufacturing meets the tolerance tol2. 

Note that, 'Yl ~ 1'2 and 1'4 ~ !'3 according to our earlier analysis of refinement of behavior 
for complex objects. This says that a design process requiring a manufacturing tolerance 
tol1 is a restriction of the design process requiring a manufacturing tolerance tol2. Also, a 
design that requires a tolerance toh is a restriction of a design that requires a tolerance 
tol2. 

The two views, original and refined, of the manufacturing process are: 

According to the definition of models-behavior-of, we haver 1 F r 2· This demonstrate that 
a refinement of the behavior of a real system does not always produce a more restrictive 
behavior than the original; rather, in this example, we produced a behavior via refinement 
that is more general. This shows that our simple definition of valid view behavior which 
requires a path in the dag of complex behavior states from the view to the root of the 
dag does not always hold. Further investigation to define what is a valid view behavior is 
underway. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Designing functionally correct behavior is an important issue in defining views of com
plex objects. To guarantee correctness of the behavior for derived classes when extracting 
a consistent set of objects and associations to form a functionally correct view, an un
derstanding of what the relationship is between the base complex object and the view 
complex object is essential. 
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Traditionally, defining views of complex objects is treated structurally as a process that 
includes hiding classes, adding virtual classes, altering associations, hiding associations, 
making new association, etc. We proposed a behavioral approach to views in which we 
treat defining views of a complex object as a process of hiding some base behavior, adding 
new behavior to the complex object, abstracting the behavior of the complex object or 
refining the behavior of the complex object to meet the requirements of a specific user. 

In this paper, analysis of the effect of stepwise refinement of behavior as part of the 
process of defining views of complex objects is studied, and its effect on the validity of 
complex constraints in complex objects is presented. This is a reformulation and extension 
of previous work in the literature on modeling behavior of single object classes to do the 
same for complex objects. Such analysis plays a critical role in deriving functionally correct 
views of design objects supporting multiple perspectives for concurrent engineering, since 
designs are modeled as complex objects. The relationship between the complex behavior 
before and after refinement is also developed. 

Future research will provide a similar analysis for other types of view definition oper
ators, such as removing a complex constraint, adding a new complex constraint, altering 
the form of a complex constraint and abstracting a complex constraint. Such analysis will 
help the process of determining the validity of view behavior, allowing views to be used 
effectively to support concurrent engineering and other applications that require tailoring 
of complex objects to form complex object views. 
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Question [Ling Lui]: 
Could you describe what you mean by "functionally correct"? 

Answer [F. S. Al-Anzi]: 
Given an instance of a complex object, it must map back to the base schema 
without violating any of the base object constraints. 

Question [Ling Liu]: 
But how do you guarantee that a refinement of an existing object does not violate 
the base constraints? 

Answer [F. S. Al-Anzi]: 
A refinement satisfies all of the constraints of the base object, plus additional con
straints. Therefore, it cannot violate any base constraints. 


